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Workflow overview: (a) Mesh acquisition. We obtain multi-camera view of a person with a camera rig. Using the resulting photos, we
first create dense point cloud, and then the triangle mesh. (b) Mesh cleaning. We simplify, clean, and compute UV-mapping. (c) Mesh
texturing. We obtain the color of the surface by blending intensities from each photograph. (d) Correspondence construction. We calculate
the correspondence between the acquired mesh and the existing fully animated template mesh by using automatic landmarking and ICP
registration algorithm. (e) Blendshape transfer. Finally, we transfer blendshape animations from template to the newly created mesh based
on the constructed correspondence.

Abstract

Virtual reality (VR)’s recent, long expected breakthrough to the
consumer market has enabled industry to deliver highly immer-
sive experiences to consumers. However, creating photorealistic
assets for such experiences is time consuming and requires a high
level of expertise. To provide a remedy for this burden, this thesis
presents a fully automated and validated model for the generation
of animated 3D facial meshes, using photogrammetry and defor-
mation transfer. Using a set of multi-camera photographs of a neu-
tral face, we acquire facial geometry and appearance. Subsequent
landmarking and ICP registration provide direct correspondence of
the acquired facial mesh and an existing template. Then, using de-
formation transfer, we transfer existing blendshapes from template
source to the obtained facial mesh. To assess the pipeline’s effec-
tiveness, we have conducted a set of user experiments. The results
show that the automatically produced facial meshes faithfully rep-
resent subjects and can convey highly believable emotions. Com-
pared to manual modeling and animation, the pipeline is more than
100x faster and produces results compatible with industry standard
game engines, without any manual post-processing. As such, this
thesis introduces a unique, fully automated, photogrammetry and
deformation transfer-induced model for the generation of animated
3D facial meshes. On the one hand, this model can be expected
to have both significant commercial and scientific impact. On the
other hand, the model allows sufficient space for future improve-
ment and tailoring.

Keywords: facial acquisition, deformation transfer, facial anima-
tion, photogrammetry, pipelines

1 Introduction

The use of 3D photogrammetry becomes increasingly more com-
mon for media assets production. Nowadays, movie production
studios use photogrammetry for almost every production step, start-
ing from capture of film set for previsualization and reference for
artists [Zwerman and Okun 2012], to creation of digital doubles for
starring actors and post-production re-lighting of shot scenes [De-
bevec 2012]. Film production industry already makes heavy use
of photogrammetry, but game and media production studios pho-
togrammetry adoption rate, in general, is slower. This is mostly be-

cause captured assets are abundantly high-poly and require tedious
manual optimizations and post-processing to be run at real-time.

Recent technology advances make photogrammetry more accessi-
ble to create and more acceptable to use in real-time projects [Poz-
nanski 2014] [Brown and Hamilton 2016]. At the same time, cut-
ting edge real-time areas like virtual reality (VR) strives to provide
immersive hyper-realistic experience. This makes photogrammetry
a very favourable choice for static photorealistic VR assets. For dy-
namic assets, such as non-playable characters (NPC), requirements
for achieving photorealism are significantly higher, manifesting as
Uncanny Valley problem [Reichardt 1978] in case of human NPCs.
One of the biggest contributors to the feeling of fakeness is the lack
of emotional facial expressivity [Tinwell et al. 2014].

This paper makes a systemic contribution by establishing and de-
scribing a complete pipeline for the creation of a digital face model
suitable for VR by using photogrammetry (Section 3) and auto-
matic animation of this model by deformation transfer (Section 4).
Photogrammetry allows us to achieve photorealistic quality, while
transferred animations bring full spectre of emotional facial expres-
sions. The paper also makes scientific contribution by conducting
user experiments evaluating the proposed method (Section 5).

2 Related work

The focus research areas of this paper are 3D facial geometry cap-
ture and facial appearance acquisition (Section 2.1), and deforma-
tion transfer (Section 2.2). Both topics are active research areas in
academia, and are actively used in industry, however no mention of
combining them together have been found in the scientific litera-
ture.

2.1 3D facial geometry and appearance acquisition

The ultimate goal of facial acquisition is to be able to render the vir-
tual human face, including non-trivial fine details, under arbitrary
lighting and from any viewing position. The problem can be split
into two parts: 3D facial geometry acquisition, and facial appear-
ance acquisition.

The methods for 3D facial geometry capture developed in the last
two decades can be split into active and passive systems:



• Active capture systems require special-purpose hardware, and
extra constrains in setup. Such systems usually are based on
laser, structured light, gradient-based illumination [Ma et al.
2007], or even requiring spatial multiplexing [Weyrich et al.
2006]. While the results they provide are often very robust,
passive systems often are much more versatile and adaptive,
allowing different arrangements of setup, numbers of camera
and virtually no constrains on camera position, but sacrificing
on reliability and accuracy [Beeler et al. 2010].

• Passive techniques have the advantage of non-intrusiveness
and capture what is observed. Typically these methods re-
quire only a single frame to estimate the structure but usu-
ally provide less accurate results. Beeler et al. [Beeler et al.
2010] presented a passive stereo vision system that computes
the 3D geometry of the face with reliability and accuracy on
par with a laser scanner or a structured light system. In prac-
tical terms, that means equal to active systems performance
while attaining the advantages of passive system. However, it
makes assumption of constant omni-directional illumination,
thus limiting it to studio environments. Later that method was
extended to arbitrary lighting by estimating the environment
map [Wu et al. 2011].

The second part of the problem is facial appearance acquisition: a
way to record the way light interacts with skin. Appearance acquisi-
tion methods must cope with complexity of light interactions with
skin. Two general categories of such methods are distinguished:
image-based methods and parametric methods. Image-based meth-
ods exhaustively capture the exact face appearance under various
lighting and viewing conditions, and then solve the rendering prob-
lem through weighted image combinations [Debevec et al. 2000]
[Tunwattanapong et al. 2011] [Klehm et al. 2015]. Whereas the
parametric methods instead aim at modeling the structure of the
skin with suitable approximations. Such representation of the skin
is more flexible but at the cost of a potentially inexact reproduction
[Fuchs et al. 2005] [Ngan et al. 2005] [Ghosh et al. 2008] [Ghosh
et al. 2010].

2.2 Facial animation by deformation transfer

Facial animation can be achieved by a large variety of different
methods: skeletons and joints [Magnenat-Thalmann et al. 1988],
physically-based muscle models [Waters 1987], linear blendshapes
[Bergeron and Lachapelle 1985] and combinations thereof. While
every method has a fitting application, using linear blendshape
models is the most widely spread approach for high fidelity facial
animation. Combining a set of blend shapes produces an arbitrary
facial expression. However, the main challenge of using blendshape
based model is the creation process of such blendshapes. Creating
high quality blendshapes is highly time-consuming and tedious, re-
quiring either high quality motion capture of real actor (and subse-
quent cleanup and post production) or manual modelling.

Blendshape models are especially convenient, as animations of
such blendshapes can be transferred with deformation transfer
[Sumner and Popović 2004]. Original research on deformation
transfer had number of limitations. It was not contact-aware (ad-
dressed in [Sumner 2006]), did not preserve semantic characteris-
tics of the motion (addressed in [Baran et al. 2009]), and did not
preserve artist-given character-specific features like wrinkles. The
latter was addressed in [Li et al. 2010] by providing a small number
of example poses and blendshape coefficients, allowing the system
to propagate character-specific features to transferred blendshapes.

All previously mentioned methods require triangle correspon-
dences between source and target meshes, which is problematic if
meshes have different topology. Pawaskar et al. [Pawaskar et al.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the developed pipeline automation appli-
cation.

2013] proposed a technique to transfer blendshapes to a target mesh
by first registering source mesh into target mesh using a non-rigid
ICP (iterative closest point) algorithm, and then transferring defor-
mation to a new target mesh that has direct triangle-wise correspon-
dence.

3 3D facial acquisition

In this section we describe capture part of the pipeline, i.e. steps
required to capture one’s face geometry and appearance. We also
describe our implementation details of the pipeline.

3.1 Guiding application

One of the main requirements for the pipeline is the ability to au-
tomate the entire process as much as possible and run the whole
process without any human supervision. To prove that proposed
pipeline fulfills the requirement, we have created a pipeline automa-
tion application (Figure 2). It was develop on Python with addition
of Python bindings of Qt GUI framework1 and a number of differ-
ent frameworks. The application guides the workflow and handles
data produced for each subject by running various various scripts
for Autodesk Maya and Agisoft Photoscan.

We developed this application to assist in data gathering. The data
is stored in session databases. Every database contains capture ses-
sions. Every session has separate calibration, and every subject can
be processed with tasks (individual pipeline steps). Every task gets
some kind of input and produces some kind of result, allowing the
system to be very flexible, and be easily modified and extended.
Sessions database is represented with an SQLite database and a data
folder, and can be easily transferred to another computer or stored
on network location.

3.2 Camera setup

The starting point for the end-to-end pipeline established by this
paper is camera setup. Acquiring 3D surfaces with photogramme-
try is a very flexible method, allowing virtually any digital camera
to be used, to the point where finding the optimal configuration is
the main challenge. Fortunately, extensive research has been done

1Qt 4.8, The Qt Company, wiki.qt.io/About Qt



Figure 3: Photograph of the camera setup. Red rectangles high-
light the cameras.

on defining guidelines for close range photogrammetry [Waldhäusl
and Ogleby 1994] [Wenzel et al. 2013].

Following the mentioned guidelines, we have constructed the cap-
ture setup (Figure 3). The setup is the result of many iterations.
The iterative approach for finding more optimal capture setup was
based on comparing the quality of resulting meshes. In terms of
hardware, our setup consists of 9 Canon EOS 100D DLSR cameras
equipped with Canon EF 50mm prime (fixed focal length) lenses,
and 2 Kino Flo Tegra 455 DMX lighting systems equipped with dif-
fusion covers. The most fundamental principle of photogrammetry
is the matching of features between photos to form a single contigu-
ous model. To support such matching, a very strong overlap (70+%)
is required [Waldhäusl and Ogleby 1994]. Also, it is important to
note that even the slightest movements of the subjects can drasti-
cally reduce mesh quality. A simultaneous multiple camera trigger
system must be used to prevent this.

3.3 Scene calibration

In the context of photogrammetry, calibration usually implies only
camera calibration, the process of calculating intrinsic and extrin-
sic parameters of cameras. However, in our case the calibration also
includes alignment of cameras to a coordinate system. The theoreti-
cal foundation for camera calibration is well established, and in our
system we focused on the practical matter of calibration. Instead
of re-implementing existing algorithms, our approach was to use
existing tools, preferably ones that would allow the most flexibility
(have SDK or API) to be integrated into the pipeline. Comparing
different tools, it was decided to use the commercial software Ag-
isoft Photoscan2 for camera calibration. To automate scene calibra-
tion, we have reverse-engineered Photoscan project file format and
created an external tool that can generate a new Photoscan project.

Instead of calculating intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of cameras
with multiple calibration pattern views, calibration in Photoscan
works differently. First, feature matching across the input photos
is conducted. Photoscan detects points in the source photos which
are stable under viewpoint and lighting variations and generates a
descriptor for each point based on its local neighborhood [Lowe
2004]. These descriptors are used to detect correspondences across
photos. After that, using a greedy algorithm Photoscan finds ap-
proximate camera locations and refines them with a bundle adjust-
ment algorithm [Triggs et al. 2000].

Since Photoscan camera location estimation is based on feature
points, we can exploit this, by taking photos of an object with a

2Agisoft Photoscan Standard 1.3.1, Agisoft LLC, www.agisoft.com

Figure 4: Estimated position and rotation of cameras in the world
space after scene calibration.

Figure 5: Calibration pattern on the sphere used for the scene cal-
ibration.



strictly unique patterns. Using a tool presented by Atcheson et
al. [Atcheson et al. 2010], we generate unique pattern of fiducial
points. Inspired by Beeler et al. [Beeler et al. 2010], we put the pat-
tern on a calibration sphere of size comparable to human head (Fig-
ure 5). Photos of such calibration sphere provide millimeter accu-
racy calibration with Photoscan, allowing to create high-definition
facial meshes later down the pipeline. Figure 4 shows how the setup
looks like in the world space after scene calibration.

3.4 Capture and meshing

When the cameras and lights are setup, and the scene is calibrated,
it is possible to capture the subjects and create 3D model from the
captured images. After acquiring photos, we used Photoscan to
create a model. Since the whole scene is already calibrated, and
camera parameters are defined, Photoscan generates a sparse fea-
ture point cloud. After that, using pair-wise depth map computa-
tion, Photoscan constructs a dense point cloud. Based on it, a trian-
gle mesh is obtained by Screened Poisson Surface Reconstruction
[Kazhdan and Hoppe 2013].

The obtained mesh contains extremely high number of vertices (up
to 10 million) due to oversampling nature of photogrammetry. To
make it suitable for real-time VR applications, we have to deci-
mate (simplify) the acquired mesh. The performance of real-time
applications depends on many things, not just polygon count of vir-
tual object. For example, texture sizes, code complexity, hardware
limitations (draw calls, fill rate, bandwidth limit, etc.) are all in-
fluencing the final performance, so defining a single target polygon
count for the facial mesh is an ill-posed problem. Moreover, mod-
ern game engines rely on dynamically determining which level of
details is required for the asset at the run time, and loading mesh
version with appropriate polygon count. In our implementation of
the pipeline, we used Photoscan built-in decimation feature.

3.5 Mesh cleaning

Even with proper calibration and correct capture process, obtained
mesh is guaranteed to be noisy at the very least. Depending on (but
not limited to) the parameters such as facial structure, skin proper-
ties, and facial hair, triangle meshes might have a number of defects
like holes in the topology, unconnected components, non-manifold
vertices, unreferenced vertices or many others. To fix such defects
in the automated pipeline, we used the commercial software Au-
todesk Maya3. Maya was run in the headless mode executing a
MEL script that does the following actions to clean up the acquired
mesh:

• Hole filling
• Removal of unconnected isolated pieces
• Removal of unreferenced vertices
• Removal of edges with zero length
• Removal of faces with zero geometry area
• Removal of non-manifold geometry

3.6 Texturing

After actions described in Section 3.5, we obtain a cleaned mesh
ready to be textured. One of the most important parts of texturing
is UV mapping, also sometimes referred to as mesh parameteriza-
tion: creating a map that describes how 2D texture map should be
projected on to the 3D model. Photoscan can generate UV map
automatically. However, the space usage efficiency of such au-
tomatically created UV map is very low (Figure 6, left column).

3Autodesk Maya 2017, Autodesk Inc., autodesk.com/products/maya/

Figure 6: Comparison of initially generated UV mapping (left col-
umn) and unwrapped cylindrical automatic UV mapping (right col-
umn).

Moreover, textures for such UV maps are virtually impossible to be
modified manually by artist, if such requirement arises.

All facial meshes obtained by our setup have very similar struc-
ture of a half of cylinder. This observation can help us create a
significantly more artist-friendly mapping without any stitches by
using cylinder as a projection basis. However, obtained mapping
almost always contains multiple overlapping regions and does not
optimize space usage, so an additional step is required. Mesh clean-
ing (Section 3.5) ensured that mash is manifold, and that allows us
to unwrap the mapping and flatten it into 2D mapping with no over-
lapping regions. Using such one-layered and continuous resulting
mapping, we generate texture with Photoscan (Figure 6, right col-
umn).

3.7 Facial mesh normalization

The camera locations found with scene calibration (Section 3.3)
are in an arbitrary coordinate system, meaning that the resulting
3D mesh is also in the same arbitrary coordinate system. There is
no guarantee that during the next session coordinate system will be
preserved. This is an unwanted variation, and moreover, landmark
localization, which is required for mesh registration and subsequent
animation transfer, is highly dependent on the stable mesh pose.
There are different ways to handle this.

Some applications, where it is impossible to guide a photogram-
metry subject, for example infants, require a very heavy pose cor-
rection [Wu et al. 2014]. Such approaches usually rely on local-
ization of three most robust and pose invariant landmarks: nose
tip and inner eye corners. Most widely used methods for such 3D
landmark localization are least squares fitting [Guo et al. 2013] and
HK-curvature analysis [Chang et al. 2006]. Both of these methods
support face meshes that are rotated across any pose variations on
X, Y, Z axes. The only restriction is that such face meshes must be
manifold and contain no self-occlusions.

Both least squares fitting and HK-curvature analysis were tried out



Figure 7: Example of unwanted successful least square fitting. Or-
ange dots represent top 10 candidate vertices. Out of 10 candidate
vertices, 3 are located in cavum concha, the inferior portion of the
cavity of the auricle of the ear.

for normalization in our pipeline. First turned out to be not a rea-
sonable option due to the fact that our meshes can not be assumed to
be homogeneously scaled and definitely do not have similar topol-
ogy. For some meshes, nose can consist of a thousands vertices, but
on some others only a hundred. Introducing extra dimensions to ac-
count for an arbitrary mesh scaling will make it much more compli-
cated and computationally intense, making the method less robust
and even more prone to errors. Another issue with least squares is
that some meshes might have unwanted areas that can be fit with the
same parameters as wanted landmarks. In our case that was often
the case for nose and areas like ears (Figure 7) and chin.

Second approach, HK-curvature analysis, produced very promis-
ing results, and that was one of the methods that we seriously con-
sidered for the pipeline. Implementing the idea of Colombo et al.
[Colombo et al. 2006], we calculated mean (H) and Gaussian (K)
curvature maps (Figure 8), applied thresholding to discard low cur-
vature values:

|H(u, v)| >= Th, |K(u, v)| >= Tk (1)

(where Th and Tk are predefined experimentally tested thresholds)
and then analyzed curvature. Inner eye landmarks (endocanthion
L/R) are described as elliptical concave regions (H < 0,K > 0),
while nose top (pronasale) is described as elliptical convex region
(H > 0,K > 0). Even though the preliminary results are quite ro-
bust, curvature analysis still can not guarantee landmark detection
in most cases. Also it is fairly dependant on captured face region.
In cases when subject’s wear was included in the capture (shirt col-
lars, sweatshirts’ hood etc.) some unwanted parts that fit curvature
description of eyes or nose can be found.

Least squares fitting and HK-curvature analysis, while showing
good potential, can not provide foolproof results and would require
at least minimal human supervision. In our case, all photographed
subjects are adults, are capable of holding the face relatively verti-
cally straight and can keep the gaze straight for the moment of cap-
ture. During capture, we asked subject to look at the frontal cam-
era. Assuming that the frontal camera is exactly in front of the sub-
ject’s face, it is possible to use that to align the coordinate system
with the new coordinate system, where central camera is located
at (0, 0) coordinate point. Using an active appearance model algo-
rithm [Alabort-i-Medina et al. 2014], we obtain 68 facial landmarks

Figure 8: H-Mean (left) and K-Gaussian (right) curvatures of un-
smoothed acquired mesh. Red color indicates higher positive val-
ues, blue color indicates lower negative values, and green repre-
sents zero values.

Figure 9: Before (left) and after (right) automatic mesh normaliza-
tion, based on camera position assumptions. Mesh is displayed in
world coordinates.

(following the Multi-PIE [Gross et al. 2010] 68 points mark-up)
with very high precision in 2D space of the frontal camera photo.
By projecting them into the 3D space, we obtain landmarks on the
mesh which allow us to determine roll and yaw rotation of the face,
and compensate for them. The result of such alignment can be seen
on Figure 9.

4 Animation transfer

4.1 Automatic face landmarking

Taking into consideration that the mesh is normalized (Section 3.7)
and that the acquired mesh has photorealistic texture, we selected
approach of using well established 2D facial landmarking by flat-
tening acquired 3D meshes into 2D images. Active appearance
model algorithm [Alabort-i-Medina et al. 2014] previously pro-
vided a set of 68 2D facial landmarks. However, the retrieved land-
marks pose number of problems.

First, 2D landmarks projected onto 3D world space do not guaran-



Figure 10: Side by side comparison of the same animation on the
facial mesh corresponded with 68 automatic landmarks (on the left)
and the facial mesh corresponded with 24 automatic landmarks (on
the right).

tee that they will be projected onto facial mesh. To do correct blend-
shape transfer, it is necessary to have a correct correspondence, and
it can be built only with the same number of anchor points (land-
marks). To get over this issue, we use landmark labels and make
sure that if the N-th landmark has not been projected onto the mesh,
we remove the Nth landmark from the source mesh landmark set.

Another problem is that an increase in quantity of landmarks does
not guarantee increase in quality of correspondence. In fact, the
more landmarks there are, the more is the chance that this landmark
will introduce an incorrect anchor point, leading to less accurate
correspondence. To find the subset of the most stable and accurate
landmarks, we have conducted comparison of resulting landmarks
with manually annotated ground truth.

The results of such comparison showed that the most stable and
accurate landmarks are the frontal landmarks:

• 9 - chin
• 37, 40; 43, 46 - left and right eye
• 18, 20, 22; 23, 25, 27 - left and right eyebrow
• 28, 31, 32, 36 - nose radix, nose tip and outer nostrils
• 49, 55, 52, 63, 67, 58 - mouth contour

Using the 21 landmark subset instead of full 68 set significantly
improved the quality of correspondence and, subsequently, of trans-
ferred animations (Figure 10).

4.2 Registration and blendshape transfer

Deformation transfer method proposed by Sumner and Popovic
[Sumner and Popović 2004] requires meshes to be corresponded.
In our case, obtained mesh is a heavily modified triangulated point
cloud, meaning that meshes will never have identical topology. We
register the source mesh to the acquired facial mesh, following ap-
proach by Pawaskar et al. [Pawaskar et al. 2013]. The source mesh
will deform so that it records the geometrical features of the ac-
quired facial mesh, but intrinsically it contains the same topology.

Using non-rigid deformation [Amberg et al. 2007], we morph
source mesh close to target mesh by solving per-vertex affine trans-
formation. Introduction of Laplacian regularization term minimizes
the difference between transformation matrices of adjacent vertices
while simultaneously getting rid of noise extremities, small area

Figure 11: Source mesh with three manually created blendshapes
(top row) and acquired 3D mesh with transferred blendshapes (bot-
tom row). The leftmost mesh of bottom row is the original tar-
get mesh, while other meshes of second row are generated blend
shapes. Note: the bottom mesh was not acquired with the setup
described in this paper and is property of Ten 24 Media Ltd.

spikes. Next, a fitting refinement process is applied by iteratively
changing the ”stiffness” of regularization term. After deformation
convergence, the stiffness is reduced, and the process repeats until
a certain threshold is reached, eventually providing us with a mor-
phed source mesh, a mesh that has direct correspondence to target
mesh.

After obtaining the correspondence, we transfer the blendshapes
from source to morphed source as described by [Sumner and
Popović 2004] with addition of implementing [Sumner 2006] to
preserve connectivity between triangles. Figure 11 shows example
results of the transfer.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed pipeline, we assess the believability of
produced rigged 3D meshes. To determine it, we have conducted
4 user experiments with 8 participants aged 23 to 53. 4 partici-
pants reported professional experience in computer graphics and 4
reported no experience. 6 participants are male and 2 participants
are female. Each participant was presented with experiments de-
scribed in the next subsection.

5.1 Purpose, materials and methods

We have conducted a total of 4 different experiments evaluating re-
sults of separate pipeline steps: meshing, cleaning, texturing, and,
finally, deformation transfer. Each experiment features 5 faces (Fig-
ure 12).

1. Can participants recognize the person by the model with-
out the texture?
The goal of this experiment is to determine if quality of recon-
structed face surface is precise enough to preserve subject’s
face surface uniqueness. We do this by providing participants
with an image of 5 subjects faces and access to a 3D model
viewer with 5 models shown individually, and asking person
to match the photos with the models. The order of appear-
ance in the image is different from the order of appearance
of the models. The participant can freely move camera in the
viewer. We also measure time needed to complete matching,



Figure 12: Photos (top row) and models (bottom row) used in the study participants for the first experiment.

count how many tries were unsuccessful, and ask the partici-
pant their match strategy and on what part of the model they
focus the most while matching.

2. At what camera distance participants notice artifacts on
the model?
The goal of this experiment is to determine the relative size
of the face to the screen, at which artifacts introduced by the
facial reconstruction become distinctly visible. We do this by
showing participants frontal 2D perspective projections (an-
gle of 30) of the face models at an increasingly bigger size.
The distance from the participant to the screen remained con-
stant, at the participant’s consideration. The order in which we
have shown the models was randomized. The projections are
shown without time constrains. The sizes of steps are defined
as following: extremely long shot (face takes 4% of image
height), long shot (face takes 9% of image height), full figure
shot (25%), medium shot (60%), close up (100%) and italian
shot (100%+, focused on eyes and nose). Once the participant
notices a problem, we show the projection again and ask the
participant to denote the area of a noticed artifact.

3. How faithful is the produced face compared to the face of
of the subject?
The goal of this experiment is to determine how faithful is
the model to the photos. For examples, mesh might be over-
smoothed, losing fine details of the skin, or the other way,
too bumpy while the skin is actually smooth. The experi-
ment is done by presenting participants a model and a set of
photographs, from which the model was created, without any
viewing time constrains. The order of model appearance was
randomized. We then ask the participant to rate the resulting
accuracy on the scale of 0 to 7, where 0 is ”nothing like” and
7 is ”completely accurate”. The participant can freely move
camera around the model in the viewer. We also ask partici-
pants to denote the area that differs the most.

4. How genuine are the transferred animations?

The goal of this experiment is to determine how believable
are the transferred animations. First, we manually select
blendshape weights to show three emotions: sadness (0.5
* (1+4+15 FACS AU): Inner Brow Raiser, Brow Lowerer,
Lip Corner Depressor)), happiness (0.5 * (6+12 FACS AU)):
Cheek Raiser, Lip Corner Puller) and anger (1.0 * (4+5+7+23
FACS AU)): Brow Lowerer, Upper Lid Raiser, Lid Tightener,
Lip Tightener). Then, we apply the weights to 5 automati-
cally obtained models, resulting in 15 different views. 9 of
them can be seen on the Figure 13. The experiment is done
by showing participants a neutral expression frontal photo and
showing the models showcasing simulated emotions. The or-
der of appearance was randomized. Participant’s objective is
to define what emotion the face is showing and rate how be-
lievable the emotion is on the Likert scale from 0 to 7, where
0 is ”very unrealistic” and 7 is ”absolutely realistic”. If the
rating is not 7, we also ask participants why and what areas
are the ones that seem the most unrealistic.

5.2 Results

1. Facial surface details
The goal of the first experiment was to determine if surface de-
tails are preserved well enough to distinguish between models
without texture. Participants, on average, spent 32 seconds
to correctly match the models with their input photographs.
All participants correctly identified subjects on the first try.
Such results suggests that the quality of reconstructed face
surfaces is preserving subject’s facial surface features and is
good enough to be able to robustly identify a person’s just by
surface geometry.

We also asked people to describe their match strategy. The
most popular way was the jaw shape matching with 7 par-
ticipants claiming to pay the most attention to it. Two other
participants used nose shape, and one used eyes. Interesting
to note that 9 of 10 participants matched models not in the



Figure 13: Synthesized views and untextured models (every sec-
ond row), for viewpoints different from the original camera images,
across subjects of varying appearance. First column shows original
photogrammetrically obtained meshes (neutral face), while three
other columns show synthesized poses. The weights of blendshapes
for poses of the same emotions are the same across subjects.

Figure 14: Textured models that were created with our pipeline and
used in the user experiments. Red smudges represent areas where
participants noticed artifacts the most.

Table 1: Numerical results of Experiment 2.

order of appearance, but what seemed random.

2. Mesh artifacts
The goal of the second experiment was to subjectively rate
quality of the resulting 3D models at different distance from
the camera. To represent the results numerically, we have
matched the various shot sizes to the Likert scale from 0 to
7, where 0 is seeing a problem already on the first zoom
level and 7 not seeing any problems in an extreme close-up
zoom level. The average zoom level at which participants no-
ticed problems is 4.9, translating to somewhere between the
medium shot (face taking 60% of image height) and close
up shot (face taking 100% of image height). The minimum
zoom level when artifacts were noticed was 3 (25% of image
height), 2 times. The zoom level of 7 (no problems even in the
extreme close-up) was noted 9 times. Table 1 shows results of
the experiment in one table.

Apart from collecting the zoom level at which artifacts be-
come visible, we asked participants to describe the artifacts
and their location. Figure 14 highlights the artifacts that par-
ticipants noticed. Results of the this experiment suggest that
the reconstructed face can be confidently used for the back-
ground characters, whose faces will not be shown up close.

3. Accuracy of person’s representation



Table 2: Numerical results of Experiment 3.

Table 3: Numerical results of Experiment 4.

The goal of the third experiment was to determine how faith-
ful is the model to the photos. On the scale from 0 to 7, where
0 is ”nothing like” and 7 is ”completely accurate”, on average
our meshes received user rating of 5.975, with lowest rating
of 5 occurring 9 times, and highest rating of 7 occurring also
9 times. Table 2 shows results of the experiment in one table.
This rating suggests that the models are reasonably accurate
and viable for faithful representation of human faces in it’s
current implementation. However, participants also noted the
areas that are not faithful. According to them, the most prob-
lematic areas are the eyebrows, followed by the facial hair.
The root of problems in those two areas is due to the nature of
photogrammetry, not allowing to capture nearly-transparent
and very thin objects. We are aware of the issue and have
proposed a potential solution in Future work (Section 6.1).

4. Believability of the transferred emotions
The goal of the fourth experiment was to assess believabil-
ity of the transferred emotions. All participants correctly dis-
tinguished the base shown emotions: sadness, happiness and
anger. The average rating received rating is 6.425, with low-
est rating of 4 occurring once and highest rating of 7 occurring
24 times. Table 3 shows results of the experiment in one ta-
ble. Such high average rating suggests that the synthesized
emotions can be correctly conveyed to the end user.

In 11 cases participants noted feeling of fakeness of the con-
veyed emotions, but without doubting the believebility that
the person can show such emotion. For example, some par-
ticipants explicitly distinguished happiness as ”tired but con-
tent”, ”shy smile” and in one case even as ”polite smile to
avoid being rude”. When asked to elaborate what exactly gave
that feeling, participants noted discrepancies in intensities of
smile parts. For example, the skin around the eyes was tight-
ened significantly less intense than expected by participants to
convey genuine smile.

As expected, on average, participants with expertise in computer
graphics rated meshes as slightly less accurate, realistic or believ-
able. This can be explained by their exposure to the research area.

Figure 15: Example of artifacts produced by specularity of the nose
tip.

6 Discussion

The proposed pipeline is established and validated. A number of
limitations has been identified, as well as areas that can benefit from
further improvement.

Specular areas of the face distort the mesh, for example the specu-
larity on the tip of the nose (Figure 15). Such areas reflect the di-
rect light source, even if it is heavily diffused. Indirect lighting and
cross-polarization can prevent this before meshing process. Alter-
natively, a plausible simulated reconstruction can fix affected area
post-factum.

Another limitation is that the proposed pipeline heavily depends on
assumption of how the camera rig is constructed. If there are no
cameras that can capture subject’s face en face, we are not able to
obtain landmarks, and subsequently not able to normalize the mesh,
construct the correspondence or animate it.

6.1 Future work

Photogrammetry result quality directly corresponds to the quality
of capture photos [Wenzel et al. 2013]. However, it is not clear
how exactly, and without any strictly defined rules, other than just
a number of ”guidelines”. Every photogrammetry subject type has
different optimal capture setup, and finding the most optimal way
to capture human face is an open problem.

Instead of using 2.5D landmarking, one obvious improvement is to
use 3D landmarking, for example with methods mentioned in sec-
tion 3.7. Potentially, such methods can be more precise as they
use not just intensity (color), but also shape information. 3D land-
marks would also allow universal facial mesh normalization based
on landmarks, instead of assumptions of camera positions or sub-
ject’s pose.

The current result of the pipeline is a single mesh, which includes
eyes and hair (including facial) as a part of surface. Extracting eyes
and hair, and being able to control them separately would signifi-
cantly improve quality of the end result. An extensive research has
been done on capture of the eyes by Berard et al. [Bérard et al.
2014] and the hair by Beeler et al. [Beeler et al. 2012]. Both of
methods require manual supervision, and it would be interesting
future work to automate such separation.

Face is one of the (if not the most) crucial parts of person’s identity.
However, personalized face by itself is not enough to believable rep-
resent real person in virtual space. Capturing and faithfully repre-
senting person’s body is the next logical advancement for bringing



Figure 16: Example of capture fidelity in our setup, left to right:
cropped area of one of nine input photos, reconstructured raw
model, close up of forehead with heavy skin geometric variation.

humans into the virtual space.

6.2 Conclusions

We have presented a new technique for automatic creation of rigged
facial meshes based on a set of multi-cameras photos of a neutral
face. First, using photogrammetry, we obtain a mesh we acquire fa-
cial geometry and appearance. Using automatical landmarking and
ICP registration algorithm, we obtain direct correspondence of the
acquired facial mesh and the existing template. Then, using defor-
mation transfer, we transfer existing blendshapes from the template
to our new mesh. Figure 13 shows a possible variety of facial ex-
pressions of meshes created with the proposed approach. Figure 16
demonstrates the fidelity of photogrammetric reconstruction. Fig-
ure 11 shows results of a deformation transfer.

Creating a rigged facial mesh ready for game engines is a highly
manual process that requires work of a team with a dedicated
skillset on the scale of man-weeks. Areas that require even more
fidelity, such as visual effects production, require amount on the
scale of man-months4. The processing time of our workflow im-
plementation, from image input to output of a rigged 3D model,
takes around 10-20 minutes (depends on the number of transferred
animations) on a high-end computer5. Such efficiency brings im-
provement in speed compared to manual work in the order of two
magnitudes. It is important to note that the current implementa-
tion has had no additional optimizations or parallelization, and we
believe that it is possible to reduce compute time to even less.

The conducted user experiments suggest that the obtained rigged
facial meshes:

• do not lose unique surface details of the subjects,
• are out of the box suitable for secondary characters without

close up shots,
• fairly accurate represent the subject faces,
• can be used to confidently convey emotions.

To our knowledge, this is the first method for completely auto-
matic generation of rigged facial meshes (without deep learning)
currently described in the literature. A system of this type would
be invaluable for generation of rigged facial datasets. One such
database, collected with the workflow described in this study, is ex-
pected to be released with a separate publication later this year. We
believe this database will be helpful for the scientific community,
especially in machine learning research area.

4For example, Technicolor reports approximately 400 man-days (20
artists working for 20 days) for human characters that will be shown in
close-up shots

5Intel i7 3.1Ghz, 64Gb RAM, GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
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Appendix A. 3D Facial Geometry Acquisition and
Facial Appearance Capture: Literature Review

Abstract—This paper examines the literature on topics of active
and passive methods of 3D facial geometry acquisition, and
image-based and parametric facial appearance methods. Various
approaches are described and compared by critical dimensions,
describing both seminal works on the topic and current state-of-
the-art. Paper also summarizes methodological limitations and
recommendations for further work in the areas.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modeling and rendering realistic human characters is not a
trivial task. Faces of believable realistic characters that cross
the Uncanny Valley require high-quality geometry, texture
maps, reflectance properties, subsurface scattering shading,
surface detail at the microlevel of skin pores and skin wrinkles,
and realistic facial expressions under arbitrary lighting [16].
This problem has inspired research on some great number of
solutions in facial modeling, rendering, and facial animation.
However, reproducing human faces is still a challenge in
computer graphics because humans are sensitive to facial ap-
pearance and quickly, on a subconscious level, recognize any
anomalies in face 3D geometry or dynamics. Moreover, game
designers are even advised to create less realistic humanoid
characters, because highly-realistic characters even with small
abnormalities seem to be perceived as uncanny and produce
negative reactions [10] [36].

Fig. 1. Photograph and a rendering done with skin reflectance model presented
by Weyrich et al. [42]

With decreasing cost and increasing technological progress,
3D photogrammetric imaging systems are more and more
common for all kinds of applications. Instead of modeling
human face, it is possible to do a photogrammetric acquisition
of human face geometry. This is of interest in multiple fields

of research: in medicine, in the movie and games industries,
for archival purposes, for crime investigations and many other
domains.

Facial acquisition is essentially a process consisting of there
steps:

• Capture - The equipment should be properly setup
and tuned for capturing parts of the face surface in
high detail under bright ambient illumination. Usually,
using a computer-controlled remote control, all capturing
equipment is simultaneously taking pictures, which later
are used for the next steps.

• Face geometry reconstruction - Using various methods,
for example such as iterative binocular stereo method, it
is possible to reconstruct a single high-resolution mesh of
facial geometry from 2D images acquired in the previous
step.

• Appearance recreation - The images allow not only
reconstruct mesh, but, with enough capturing quality, to
also acquire the surface data with micro-surface details
such as skin pores and hair follicles, enabling to also
create a high-quality texture for the model. This steps
involves application of various captured data, such as
reflectance, diffuse and normal maps.

This study is concerned with a systematic review of existing
literature on the topics of 3D facial geometry acquisition
and facial appearance capture. Both topics are reviewed
with applying of scientific strategies that limit bias by the
systematic assembly, critical appraisal and synthesis of all
relevant studies on the specified topics. We used explicit and
reproducible methods which should enforce the systematicness
of the literature review.

The second part of the thesis already comes with a defined
hardware inventory available, more specifically:

• 9 DLSR cameras Canon 100D + 9 lenses FF 50mm
• 3 tripods Manfrotto + 6 magic arms Manfrotto
• 2*4 neon light Kino Flo Tegra

and we are not going to review methods that require equipment
other than listed above.

A. Facial geometry acquisition

The methods for 3D facial geometry capture developed
in the last two decades can be split into active and passive
systems. Active capture systems require special-purpose hard-
ware, extra constrains in setup and often employ time-division
multiplexing for methods like polarization. Such systems
usually are based on laser, structured light or gradient-based



illumination. While the results they provide are often very
robust, passive systems often are much more versatile and
adaptive, allowing different arrangements of setup, numbers
of camera and virtually no constrains on camera position, but
sacrificing on reliability and accuracy [2].

This paper reviews both types of capture systems, with the
exclusion of methods that are not possible to recreate with
the previously mentioned hardware inventory, for example
methods that require projections or lasers. However, for the
sake of completeness of the study, we are also going to
include some facial performance capture literature into the
review. While studying performance capture is not the goal
of this paper, very often facial geometry acquisition plays a
centerpiece part in performance capture.

B. Facial appearance capture

The ultimate goal of facial acquisition is to be able to
render a the under arbitrary lighting and from any viewing
position, including non-trivial fine details of a human face.
Facial geometry acquisition is just one part of the solution,
and the other part is acquisition of facial appearance. In the
nutshell, the main challenge of facial appearance capture is
to record the way light interacts with skin, so that later on
it the recorded data can be used to complete the previously
mentioned ultimate goal.

The human skin is a complex multi-layered structure, and
light interacts with it in a convoluted way. A part of light is
reflected off the oily skin surface, resulting view-dependent
highlights which also uncover details like pores and wrinkles.
Another part of light does not reflect off the surface, but
travels through the layers of the skin. Each layer has different
characteristics, and therefore interacts with the light differently
too. In addition to the complex effect of skin layers on color,
light can also leave the skin from a different position than
it entered. This produces characteristic soft appearance and
smooths out the reflectance [18].

Facial acquisition methods must cope with complexity of
light interactions with skin, and two broad categories can
be distinguished based on how method handles it: image-
based methods and parametric methods. Image-based methods
exhaustively capture the exact face appearance under various
lighting and viewing conditions, and then solve the render-
ing problem through weighted image combinations. In turn,
parametric methods instead aim at modeling the structure of
skin with suitable approximations, which then allows a more
flexibly representation of the skin at the cost of a potentially
inexact reproduction.

This paper reviews literature on both of the approaches,
however as was mentioned previously, the hardware is already
defined. This allows us to exclude methods that require move-
ment of lights in space to more degrees of freedom than simple
switching on and off of the positioned lights.

II. LITERATURE SEARCH METHODS

As was mentioned in Section I, to successfully conduct a
systematic review of the existing literature, a proper and well

defined guidelines must be followed. The search strategy for
this study is heavily inspired by PRISMA guidelines [29],
often used in medicine research. Unfortunately, in it’s original
way, PRISMA guidelines can’t be used for a systematic
literature review on computer science domain studies. For
example, quality assessment step (assessment of likelihood
of random errors, and likelihood of systematic errors and
bias), as well as sample size, funding bias and assessment of
clinical trials are usually not applicable to studies on computer
graphics about facial acquisition.

The search of existing literature (on February 17, 2017) was
was performed via Google Scholar, a web search engine that
indexes the scholarly literature across an array of publishing
formats and electronic databases, such as Springer Publishing,
IEEE Xplore Digital Library and ACM Digital Library. A
number of keywords were used:

1) facial capture,
2) facial geometry,
3) facial geometry acquisition,
4) facial photogrammetry,
5) facial appearance capture,
6) facial performance capture.

The keywords were combined between each other, but various
combinations of keywords in separate groups were used.

Considering the way Google Scholar (as well as separate
computer science studies libraries such as ACM and IEEE)
works, the amount of results to go through is not realistic.
For example, search for keywords ”facial capture” alone yield
more than 400000 result hits. It is not rational to go through
all of them, so some limits must be applied. In all searches,
we review only first 100 hits (10 pages with 10 results each),
partly because they are already sorted by relevance, and partly
due to empirical experience showing that only first 3-4 pages
yield useful results.

All titles and abstracts were read to identify relevant papers.
No limitations were made based on publishing country or year
of publication, except for the fact that we have reviewed only
English-language studies. All papers were viewed equally.
After reviewing abstract, it was decided whether the paper
fits inclusion criterion mentioned in section I-A and I-B. In
case of uncertainty regarding the eligibility of the paper based
on the content of the title and abstract, the full text version
of the paper was retrieved and evaluated. The full text version
of all papers that met the inclusion criteria were retrieved for
further assessment and data extraction.

A. Selection process

The selection process is represented in Figure 2. The initial
search resulted in 600 hits. The titles and abstracts were
screened, and only 128 papers remained. After removal of
duplicates, 71 remained. The remaining papers were checked
against inclusion criterion and 44 were removed. That leaves
us with 27 papers to review. Figure 2 shows the selection
process.



Fig. 2. Selection process of literature

III. FACIAL GEOMETRY ACQUISITION

As was mentioned previously, 3D facial geometry acquisi-
tion methods can be split into active and passive approaches.

A. Active approaches

The best current techniques for capturing geometry of a hu-
man face are active. The first and study that opened the domain
was work on stereo capture of a face augmented with skin
markings [34]. With time, the research moved to marker-less
geometry capturing, into image-based face modeling. They
have provided highly realistic representations because they
implicitly capture complex, very hard to reproduce, effects like
self-shadowing, inter-reflections and subsurface scattering.

While most methods gather geometry as part of some-
thing bigger like getting the whole facial appearance, some
methods describe only generation of surface normals, which
is equally important for a realistic face model. Even though
surface normals can always be gathered from the reconstructed
geometry, resolution of such normals is not high enough to
show fine details of the skin. Active methods that are focused
on normals are more or less all based on the seminal work
introducing the technique of photometric stereo [44]. Using
three lighting conditions, it is sufficient enough to estimate

normals on Lambertian surfaces. However, in the context of
facial surface structure, this method does not provide good
results.

To get over the fact that face is non-flat, non-convex,
causes self-shadowing and that the reflectance can not be
accurately described as Lambertian, various ideas were pro-
posed. Weyrich et al. [42] rely on a light stage (figure 3) and
record 150 various illumination conditions with 16 cameras,
temporally multiplexed over 25 seconds. Even though the
results are of very high quality, the exposure time requirement
is problematic and since it is impossible for a person to
not have at least micro-movements during such long capture
process, the captured data is often inaccurate, requiring over
a minute to complete full capture consisting of thousands
images. Other methods tried to overcome this issue by reduc-
ing the illumination condition count (and effectively reducing
the needed time for capture) [27] and using optical flow
[20] to align captured data [43]. Reducing illumination count
does not completely remove the problem of micro-movements,
and optical flow does not work too well for anything more
than micro-movements. Some authors suggest using spectral
multiplexing of illumination conditions instead [39] (figure
4 or apply a white makeup [24] to cancel the spectrally
dependent attenuation of the skin.

Further work on the subject yielded study by Ma et al.
[27], which presented a system for acquiring high-quality
3D model and normals using polarized gradient-based illu-
mination to generate high-resolution 3D reconstructions. The
same approach was advanced by Ghosh et al. [15], in which
an improvement was proposed for a more expressive facial
reflectance model from just 20 photographs captured from a
single viewpoint. It also provided a way to model layered fa-
cial reflectance, by acquiring multiple layers, such as specular
reflectance, single scattering, and shallow and deep subsurface
scattering. Combining layers together yield ultra-realistic face
models. At this moment, it is still considered state-of-the-art
approach for capturing face geometry. More recent studies
focus on using image-based modeling for facial performance
capture, improving speed, robustness in lighting conditions and
ease-of-use, but the geometry and texture acquisition algorithm
is the same.

B. Passive approaches

In contrast to active methods, passive techniques have the
advantage of non-intrusiveness, capturing what’s observed.
Typically these methods require only a single frame to estimate
the structure but usually provide less accurate results. Beeler
et al. 2010 [2], presented a passive stereo vision system that
computes the 3D geometry of the face with reliability and
accuracy on a par with a laser scanner or a structured light
system. In practical terms, that means equal to active systems
performance while attaining the advantages of passive system.
However, it makes assumption of constant omni-directional
illumination, thus limiting it to studio environments. Later that
method was extended to arbitrary lighting by estimating the
environment map [45].



Fig. 3. The face-scanning light dome, consisting of 16 cameras, 150 LED
light sources, and a commercial 3D face-scanning system, all used by Weyrich
et al. [42]

Fig. 4. Acquisition setup used by Vogiatzis et al. [39]. The subject stands in
front of three lights of different frequencies and a video camera. The frame
is shown on the right.

C. Conclusion

To summarize, active approaches can generally acquire
geometry and normals at extremely high resolution, but usually
require special setups, time multiplexing and sometimes even
makeup. In comparison to active methods, passive approaches
do not require any additional hardware and just ”observe” the
scene. However, all passive methods have a core problem of
separating shading and texture. Such problem is ill-posed for
a single shot techniques and passively, can be overcame only
with temporal information [3].

A number of critical dimensions was identified for facial
geometry acquisition that would be of most importance for
the second part of the master thesis. Overview comparison of
the listed papers can be found in table I

IV. FACIAL APPEARANCE CAPTURE

A. Image-based approaches

The main technique behind image-based methods is the
weighted interpolation of captured images in different illu-
mination settings. Contrary to parametric approaches, these
captured images are used directly for rendering and are not de-
pendent on the facial geometry. Since photographs essentially
capture all real-world effects of human skin, the quality of the
rendering, with enough image data available, is incredibly re-
alistic. Another plus of this approach is that rendering images
usually does not require extensive computation. However, this
approach also brings cons, such as challenging artistic control
and editing, and dependence on the high number of captured
data to provide realistic result, making image-based methods
very data sensitive.

For image-based techniques, only the observed end-result
of light-face interaction is relevant, essentially allowing to
consider face a ”black box” which can be fully described by
input and output. Reflectance field is a way to mathematically
describe the incoming and outgoing light rays at the face
surface. Concept of a reflectance field in the context of facial
appearance capture was proposed by Debevec et al. [7] and
since then sparked a large body of research and had an
incredible impact on the movie industry. Reflectance field
allowed a post-capture relighting of an actor, marking an
important step towards the fully virtual actor.

The original problem of reflectance field is described with
nine degrees of freedom: time, four degrees of incoming light
(light entering at a point xi from a direction ~wi) and four
degrees of outgoing light (light entering at a point xo from a
direction ~wo). Sampling all nine dimensions is challenging,
and depending on the use case authors reduce the dimen-
sionality by fixing certain dimensions, for example, removing
the temporal dimension and considering only static scenes or
assuming distant illumination, which means that light hits face
at all points equally, thus removing the spatial variability and
reducing the dimensionality by two [25].

The latter limitation, combining with capturing the resulting
light only from two cameras are the limitations Debevec et al.
imposed for their reflectance field method, essentially bringing
this problem to only four dimensions. The dimensions were
sampled by moving a light to fixed positions around the
subject and capturing images with the two cameras, at different
viewpoints (figure 5. While thoroughly sampling incoming
illumination enables high-quality relighting, the method is still
tied to the viewpoints of capturing of outgoing illumination.
To synthesize from novel viewpoints, a dense sample of
viewpoints required. This requires excessive amount of data
storage and effort.

A number of works appeared as the result of seminal
Debevec et al. work, working on reduction of the number of
required photographs [37]. However, absolute majority worked
on removing the temporal dimension limitation, to allow
composition of actor’s performance in a virtual environment
and not just static face. Unfortunately, reviewing dynamic



Paper Capture approach Possible with current setup Capture time Acceptable quality Surface normals scale
Woodham 1980 [44] Active D few seconds X mesoscale

Weyrich et al. 2006 [42] Active X 25 seconds D mesoscale
Ma et al. 2007 [27] Active X few seconds D mesoscale

Wilson et al. 2010 [43] Active X few seconds D microscale
Vogiatzis et al. 2012 [39] Active X near-instant D microscale

Beeler et al. 2010 [2] Passive D near-instant D microscale
Wu et al. 2011 [45] Passive X near-instant D microscale

Beeler et al. 2012 [3] Passive X near-instant D microscale
TABLE I

COMPARISON OF FACIAL GEOMETRY ACQUISITION METHODS.

Fig. 5. The face-scanning light stage used by Debevec et al. [7] consists of
two-axis rotation system and a directional light source. The outer black bar
is rotated about the central vertical axis and the inner bar is lowered one step
for each outer black bar’s rotation. Video cameras outside the stage record the
facial appearance. The inset shows a long-exposure photograph of the light
stage in operation.

facial acquisition literature goes beyond the scope of this
report.

Fig. 6. Diffuse-specular separation using polarization done by Debevec
et al. [7]. From left to right: reference image without polarizers, cross-
polarization yielding diffuse reflectance only, parallel-polarization yielding
diffuse and specular reflectance, substraction of cross-polarization image from
the parallel-polarized image yielding the specular reflectance only.

B. Parametric approaches

Parametric approaches have a number of compelling advan-
tages over image-based approaches. First of all, after using the
original measurements and captured data to fit into a some kind
of parametric appearance model they can be safely discarded.
This massively reduces the amount of data that needs to be
stored. Secondly, such parametric models usually implicitly
support interpolation between and extrapolation beyond orig-
inal observations. Finally, such models typically allow easier
editing, artistic styling and re-use of them.

However, they are also more complex. While image-based
approaches can be described as ”black-box”, parametric ap-
proaches need to accurately reproduce all of the visible ef-
fects seen in the real world. To simplify the problem, most
approaches deconstruct the full facial appearance model into
several, smaller scale models, each responsible for a separate
component. For example, splitting it into surface scattering
model and subsurface scattering model. The main challenge of
that approach is in separating effects both in the measurement
data and resulting model.

In the previously mentioned paper, Debevec et al. proposed
idea of splitting facial reflectance into diffuse reflection which
is view-independent and specular reflection which is view-
dependent. This is a shared challenge of most parametric
approaches. The most convenient way to do this is by purely
optical means, relying on light polarization and exploiting the
fact that specular reflections preserve the polarization state of
light, while light that has scattered multiple times rapidly loses
polarization (figure 6). Even though polarization requires two
captures to get cross- and parallel- polarization for diffuse



Fig. 7. Diagram showing a decomposition of skin into layers. From top
to bottom we see the oil layer mixed with the Stratum Corneum. Below
that we have the epidermis layer consisting mainly of melanin pigments
responsible for the brownish-yellowish color of skin. Then we have dermis
mostly consisting of blood cells with hemoglobin which give the strong red
color. Finally there is hypodermis which consists mostly of fat cells that reflect
most of the light. [25]

and specular reflections, its simplicity makes this method
the preferred choice for diffuse-specular separation. However,
since our hardware inventory does not include polarization
filters, we will focus only on computational ways to conduct
the separation.

Some computational approaches for diffuse-specular sepa-
ration use the idea that at least on some view/light direction
specular reflection vanishes, which allows extracting of images
that have only diffuse reflection and eventually the isolation
of specular reflectance [7] [42]. Other approaches rely on
having a special kind of illumination, for example using
spherical harmonic illumination which allows to isolate diffuse
reflectance with the first two orders of spherical harmonics
[38], or using light of different frequency pattern, for instance
binary square wave which with various techniques allows
extraction of diffuse reflectance [26]. Finally, some papers
focus on optical light transport analysis, using structured light
to perform surface and subsurface reflectance separation [30]
[32].

1) Surface reflectance: As was mentioned previously, skin
is the largest and quite complex human organ consisting of
different layers (figure 7) and the most common way to model
it’s reflectance model is to decompose it into a top layer with a
surface reflectance model (also known as BRDF, bidirectional
reflectance distribution function) and lower layers with a
volumetric approximation.

While some papers focus on capturing surface reflectance
and using empirical data to create a model [9], majority of

Fig. 8. A diagram showing the various types of interactions between light
and a rough dielectric surface. The events depicted in this figure are Surface
Reflection (R) and Surface Transmission (T). A zoom-in of the surface which
is approximated as a collection of microfacets along with their normals (N)
is highlighted on the top. [25]

recent techniques rely on micro-facet models, which have a
strong theoretical basis and have been thoroughly validated
[31]. Micro-facet models assume that surface is composed of
randomly oriented micro-facets which partly specularly reflect
and partly refract light (figure 8). The distribution of micro-
facet normals is the parameter that characterizes ”roughness”
of these parametric BRDF models. Such distributions are often
defined by analytic functions like Blinn [5], Beckmann [1] or
the GGx [40].

A device called gonioreflectometer can be used to capture
the specular reflectance at every surface point, however in case
of skin, and even more of a facial skin, it is not practical, and
usually is just approximated, for example by Weymrich et al.
[42] with the previously mentioned (section III-A) light dome.
After making the diffuse-specular separation, they subtract the
diffuse component from the observations and fit the specular
reflectance parameters into a number of BRDF models. While
Weyrich et al.’s approach produces good results, it takes
significant amount of time. Other approach is to use the fact
that a single photograph captures the reflectance for many
orientations on curved surfaces at once. If we assume that
surface properties are unique for a region, it is possible to
combine data from all pixels in the same region to obtain
measurements with fewer captures. Such segmentation into
region wast used by many researches, including Ghosh et al.
[15], Weyrich et al. [42] and Fuchs et al. [9]. To achieve full
per-pixel parameterization using very few photographs some
other methods were introduced, based on capturing statistical
properties of reflectance instead of discretely sampling the
reflectance function by gradient illumination [12] or by an-
alyzing polarization state of light [14] with Mueller calculus.

2) Sub-surface reflectance: The bottom layers of skin can
be described with surface reflectance models, however, they
are not expressive enough to account for the soft, translucent
appearance of skin due to subsurface scattering. Sub-surface
relfectance models (also known as BSSRDF, bidirection sur-
face scattering reflectance distribution function) overcome this
by modeling skin surface as a boundary of a volumetric
participating medium.

The straightforward approach is to actually simulate the
light propagation with volumetric path tracing [18]. However,



Fig. 9. Ghosh et al. [15] project black dots to sparsely acquire subsurface
scattering profiles to fit the parameters. The lower left images shows the
reparametrization, which encodes lines from the dot boundary to the center
as rows in the image. Hence, each row represents a scattering profile (lower
right).

while the results are very faithful, the simulation is computa-
tionally expensive, and the required potentially volumetrically-
varying setup is too complex, so the practical models simplify
the problem one way or another.

One of the most common ways to simplify the problem is to
assume that the medium in which subsurface scattering occurs
is homogeneous. That way, only two parameters estimate the
diffusion: the absorption coefficient and the reduced scattering
coefficient. Jensen et al. [21] introduce the dipole method to
computer graphics and also describe how to approximate these
parameters from a photograph of a material sample illuminated
by normally incident beam of light. Unfortunately, due to setup
and time requirements this method is not viable for facial
subsurface scattering.

A more practical approach is to use total diffuse reflectance,
while doesn’t allow you to estimate previously mentioned
parameters, allows to compute the reduced albedo [21], which
together with the translucency does provide absorption coeffi-
cient and reduced scattering coefficient. The measurement of
the total diffuse reflectance is trivial and requires just a simple
full-on illumination capture. The mentioned translucency has
to be estimated from an observed profile. Weyrich et al. [42]
captured diffusion profile with a single beam of incident light
with a sensor head that could be placed safely on the face
of a subject. However, they had to average translucency and
total diffuse reflectance, obtaining homogeneous surbsurface
scattering parameters.

Less intrusive ways based on illumination proposed pro-
jecting various patterns on the face [15] [35] (figure 9),
allowing to estimate parameters with per-region resolution,
and introducing back multi-layer model, instead of assuming
subsurface is homogeneous.

C. Conclusion

To conclude, facial appearance capture methods are split
into two categories, image-based approaches and paramet-
ric approaches. Image-based approaches have advantage of

Paper Diffuse-specular
separation

Roughness Sampling
strategy

Marschner et al. 1999 [28] polarization object CS
Georghiades 2003 [11] none face G
Fuchs et al. 2005 [9] none region CS

Ghosh et al. 2009 [13] polarization pixel GI
Ghosh et al. 2010 [14] polarization pixel P

Graham et al. 2012 [17] polarization region CS
Weyrich et al. 2006 [42] computational pixel G
Ghosh et al. 2008 [15] polarization region CS

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF SURFACE REFLECTANCE ESTIMATION METHODS. THE

ACRONYMS IN THE SAMPLING STRATEGY COLUMN ARE AS FOLLOWS: G -
GONIOMETER, CS - CURVED SURFACE, GI - GRADIENT ILLUMINATION, P

- POLARIMETRY.

Paper Profile from Fitting Granularity
Jensen et al. 2001 [22] beam optimization object
Tariq et al. 2006 [35] stripes lookup table pixel

Weyrich et al. 2006 [42] beam optimization face
Ghosh et al. 2008 [15] black dots lookup table region
Zhu et al. 2013 [46] curvature direct pixel

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF SUBSURFACE REFLECTANCE ESTIMATION METHODS.

capturing the full light-skin interaction limited only by the
resolution of sampling. Parametric approaches have advantage
of being much less data intensive and providing full range
of appearance (rendering from any viewpoint and under any
illumination), at cost of being not accurate, only approximating
the interaction and quite intensive estimation of parameters.

Number of critical dimensions were identified for facial
appearance capture, split into image-based (table IV) and
parametric approaches, latter of which was split further into
into surface (table II) and subsurface scattering (table III)
parameter estimation methods.

V. DISCUSSION

Accuracy of Parametric Models. Current parametric mod-
els are still not able to show the fully detailed facial appear-
ance. In fact, most existing models rely on simplifications and
approximations, which provide not completely faithful results,
usually invalid in practice. While these limitations do not
prevent reaching acceptable results, there is definitely room
for improvements.

Comprehensive human model. Since the ultimate goal is
to capture the full facial model, it is worth noting that none of
the mentioned in this review papers focus on various remaining
challenges, including: capturing eyes [4], teeth, hair [33], the
tongue, the rest of the body, and clothing, which all would
have to be integrated to acquire the fullest virtual human
appearance.

Artistic control. For various applications it is common
to have artists change the appearance of virtual characters.



Paper Relighting Novel
viewpoints

Dynamic
appearance

Sampling
dimensionality

Illumination basis

Debevec et al. 2000 [7] D D X 6D canonical
Debevec et al. 2002 [8] X X D 3D canonical

Hawkins et al. 2004 [19] D D D 7D canonical
Wenger et al. 2005 [41] X X D 5D canonical & hadamard
Chabert et al. 2006 [6] D D D 7D canonical
Jones et al. 2006 [23] D X D 5D canonical & structured

Tunwattanapong et al. 2013 [38] D X X 4D canonical & spherical
TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF IMAGE-BASED FACIAL APPEARANCE CAPTURE METHODS.

Usually it implies editing of texture maps that encode differ-
ent attributes of the model. While some attribute editing is
straightforward, like editing of diffuse texture map, editing of
other attributes like subsurface scattering can be difficult to
predict even for advanced users. Bridging the gap between
parameters that are intuitive to edit while having a physical
meaning is an interesting area for future work.
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